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The grocery industry has transformed dramatically. Disruptions from meal kits to online shopping 

options like Amazon have changed the way consumers shop for groceries, increasing the 

pressure on grocers to discourage consumers from choosing the competition. With notoriously 

tight profit margins and increasing options for consumers, grocers need to find ways to increase 

frequency and spend from their customer base. 

PUTTING DATA 
AT THE HEART OF 
ENGAGEMENT FOR 

GROCERS 

THE CHALLENGE: BLANKET DISCOUNTING LEADS TO 
DISREGARDED OFFERS

Grocers have historically relied on weekly flyers promoting various discounts across the store. 

Discounts on a variety of products are printed or emailed out each week, but are large and 

time consuming for consumers to browse. Irrelevant offers can fall flat and cause consumers to 

disregard and potentially look elsewhere. 

So how do grocers keep up? Every time a consumer interacts with a grocer - whether it be on 

the website, mobile app, or in store at the point of sale - data is collected and stored. However, 

this data is most often stored in data lakes or warehouses, making it nearly impossible for the 

marketing department to leverage for guest interactions, especially in real time. Data leveraged 

the right way can provide powerful insights on consumer preferences and habits. 
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SESSIONM SOLUTION: UNLOCKING DATA FOR 
RELEVANT PROMOTIONS

SessionM’s customer data platform unifies data into one, 360-degree view for clear and precise 

targeting. When a membership number is used in store, through a grocer’s e-commerce site 

or Instacart, the transaction information is immediately linked to the consumer’s profile and 

combined with timestamped historical purchases and preferences. Granularity of knowing who 

purchases what unlocks data for marketers to distribute specific offers. If a customer comes in 

every Sunday and purchases avocados and bread but skips two Sundays, the grocer can send a 

discount on bread to encourage future purchases. 

Another key distinction for grocers is to understand the difference between customers who 

do their weekly shopping in store versus those that only purchase prepared meals. Identifying 

customers who fit into certain groups allows grocers to begin to influence higher value behavior. 

Since the average grocery store carries 35,000 SKUs, targeting on an SKU or category level 

is key for grocers to execute the most relevant offers. Campaigns can be personalized on a 1:1 

level, or as part of a broader segmentation - such as frequent egg purchasers. Context specific 

information that consumers self-identify can also be used as an advantage; if a customer has 

identified as vegan, block any meat-based offers and serve up special offers on new vegan 

product arrivals. 

PRODUCT AND OFFER RECOMMENDATIONS

A study by Catalina found that in a major grocery retailer’s weekly circular during the busy 

Memorial Day period, found that out of 1,172 individual products on sale, two-thirds of all 

shoppers did not buy a single one. The need for personalized recommendations is extremely 

important. SessionM uses historical and transaction data to estimate user and segment product 

affinities for personalized recommendations. Grocers can view top three recommendations for 

each customer on their respective profiles, which can be leveraged for more targeted outreach. 
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https://risnews.com/fresh-and-empty
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As more data is fed into the engine over time, the recommendations become stronger. Intelligent 

recommendations begin to level the playing field with threats such as Amazon - serving up the 

correct offer over the correct channel makes a very competitive engagement model. 

PERSONALIZED OFFERS AT THE POINT OF SALE

SessionM can integrate directly with the point of sale to liberate purchase transaction data and 

provide closed loop offers redeemable at the point of sale. Coupons are deducted at the item 

level on the receipt instead of total invoiced amount for greater clarity and reporting. Not only 

can grocers track results in real time, but also the entire customer journey is recorded and 

unified into a complete profile. Unlocking transaction data can also provide powerful reporting 

on metrics such as sales of menu items purchased, sales by store, and loyalty membership 

THE CHALLENGE: INCREASING FREQUENCY & SPEND

The hard facts: customers are experimenting with alternative 

options - online grocery spending is projected to grow to $100 

billion by 2025 and meal kits are currently a $2.2 billion market 

with a projected growth rate between 25 and 30 percent over 

the next five years. Customers don’t necessarily feel loyal to their 

typical grocer, and Amazon has released a program that gives Prime 

members extra discounts at Whole Foods. With added competition, 

it is difficult to not only retain customers, but also drive additional 

frequency and spend out of regular customers.

The average 
grocery store has 
a profit margin of 
about 1 percent.

http://smallbusiness.chron.com/profit-margin-supermarket-22467.html
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With SessionM’s CDP, grocers have insight into how often consumers spend, when they typically 

shop, and what they purchase. Segment and target offers to an audience 

that only comes in once a week to drive them to come in more frequently, 

and purchase items related to the ones they’re already buying. 

An impactful loyalty program can also drive incentive - done correctly, 

both the grocer and customer can benefit. Instead of traditional loyalty 

programs that reward per dollar spent, fueled by actionable data grocers 

can execute a loyalty strategy that rewards and incentivizes customers to 

buy more, spend more, and engage more. Instead of sending a generic 

“buy x, get y free” grocers can begin to send intelligent promotions like 

“buy X new product with typical Y purchase, and receive Z.” 

Define key milestones and behavior change barriers by integrating status 

and tiering technology to reward customers with different point multipliers 

or specific rewards for each tier to motivate long term loyalty and deepen engagement. 

Intelligent reporting enables grocers to see loyalty retention and churn metrics, status and tier 

reporting in one dashboard. 

SESISONM SOLUTION: MOTIVATE CUSTOMER 
BEHAVIOR AND LOYALTY

SessionM is a customer data and engagement platform empowering the 
world’s most innovative brands to forge stronger and more profitable customer 
relationships. The platform scales for the enterprise, globally. SessionM is 
headquartered in Boston with offices around the globe. For more information on 
SessionM, visit www.sessionm.com.


